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DECLARATION CERTIFYING RECORDS OF INTERNET ARCHIVE

1. 1, Christopher Butler, am the Office Manager at the Internet Archive, located in

San Francisco, California. I make this declaration of my own personal knowledge. As

part of my role as Office Manager, I am familiar with how the Internet Archive

captures and archives copies of websites and how it makes those archives available to

the public.

2. The Internet Archive is a website that provides access to a digital library of

Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, we

provide free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public. The

Internet Archive has partnered with and receives support from various well—known

institutions and libraries, including the Library of Congress.

3. The Internet Archive has created a service known as the Wayback Machine. The

Wayback Machine makes it possible to surf more than 400 billion pages stored in the

Internet Archive's web archive which have been captured and stored at various times

since 1996.

4. The archived data made viewable and browseable by the Wayback Machine is

compiled using software programs known as crawlers that surf the Web and

automatically store copies of websites, preserving copies of the websites as the

websites exist at the point of time of capture.
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5. The Internet Archive assigns a URL on its site to each archived file in the format

http: / /web.archive.org/web/ [Year in yyyy] [Month in mm] [Day in dd] [Time code in

hh:mm:ss] / [Archived URL]. Thus, the Internet Archive URL

http: / /web.archive.org/web/ 19970126045828/http: / /www.archive.org/ would be

the URL for the record of the Internet Archive home page HTML file

(http://www.archive.org/) archived on January 26, 1997 at 4:58 am. and 28 seconds

(1997/O1/26 at 04:58:28).

6. Visitors to the Wayback Machine can search the Internet Archive’s web archive by

URL (i.e., a website address). If archived files for a URL are available, the visitor will

be presented with a list of available dates. The visitor may select one of those dates,

and then begin surfing on an archived version of the Web.

7. Regarding archived files stored in and made available via the Wayback Machine, I

further declare that:

a. to the best that the electronic systems involved can accurately record and

reflect, such files were captured at or near the time of the date reflected in the

URL assigned to each file by virtue of an automated transfer of electronic data;

b. such records were captured by Internet Archive or received from third party

donors in the course of regularly conducted activity by the Internet Archive;

and
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c. the Internet Archive captures, stores and receives from third party donors

web data as a regular practice.

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a printout of the

Internet Archive’s record for the URL

http:/ /www.casinhpc.com/low/preggrgleasgfi with an archive date of February

8, 1998, which may be downloaded from the following address:

http: _//wcb.archiVc.u.rg/web/1 9980208010102/llttp://www.casiohpc.co111/low/press

release5.httnl.

9. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ‘rlie/élkday of August, 2015 in San Francisco, CA.
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CASIO INTRODUCES NEW CASSIOPEIA MODEL E-10,

A NEW PALM PC POWERED BY W|NDOWS® CE

LAS VEGAS, NV., Jan. 8-- CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan in

conjunction with CASIO, |NC., Dover, New Jersey, will exhibit the new CASSIOPEIA
E-10 Palm PC at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show, that opened here today.

The CASSIOPEIA E-10 is scheduled for release in North America during the 1st

quarter of 1998.

CASSIOPEIA E—1 0 is the first release of a totally new device powered by Microsofl®
Vlfindows CE 2.0 operating system called the "Palm PC." The Palm PC employs a

highly popular user interface and supports a number of other PC companion features
such as PC data compatibility, network connectivity and more. Since the
CASSIOPEIA E-10 Palm PC is small enough to fit into a shirt pocket, it enables the
user to have instant access to information anywhere.

The CASSIOPEIA E-10 Palm PC features a big, easy—to-read 240 x 320-dot LCD

screen in a compact configuration. The screen's backlight provides easy viewing of
data, even in the dark. Data input and other operations are performed either by using

a stylus on the touch screen or pressing the hardware buttons on the CASSIOPEIA
E-10 Palm PC. A dial for Scrolling, ENTER and ESC buttons are on the side, making

it possible to operate the CASSIOPEIA E-10 Palm PC with one hand. In addition,
there are application buttons located on the front of the unit that make it possible to
instantly launch frequently used applications.

The CPU is a new NEc® VR4111"" MiPs® RISC microprocessor, which was

developed for portable computers. Other features include a CompactF|ash"" card
slot, serial port, and |rDA port, in addition to a built—in microphone and speaker for
voice recording and playback. The CASSIOPEIA E-10 Palm PC comes with a cradle
for automatic data synchronization with a desktop PC, so that both data files are

up—to-date.

CASSIOPEIA E-'10 Palm PC is powered by Vlfindows CE 2.0, the same operating

system used on H/PC models. V\findows CE 2.0 provides a high level of connectivity
with desktop PCs, along with powerful personal information management functions.
The Windows CE 2.0 operating system is compact and easy to use.
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